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Making woodwind instruments
5b- Artificial ivory
The search for artificial ivory started in the 19th century; the need for substitutes became
urgent times of political and economic turbulence, for instance during the First World
War, when piano factories were confronted with diminishing supplies of the real thing.
Ivory is tricky to imitate because of its microscopic structure, with its very small pores. It
absorbs moisture from the fingers and remains dry to the touch, so you don’t feel your
fingers grab the surface, which interferes with good piano technique. Ordinary plastic might
look like ivory, but under a microscope it presents a very smooth surface that has no ability
to absorb moisture whatsoever. The slightest bit of finger perspiration will accumulate until
the keys are cleaned. The result is that ‘icky’ feeling of playing plastic keys.
Experts at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y (USA), around 1980 devised
a synthetic ivory (‘RPIvory’) with a feel and a microscopic structure closely resembling
those of natural ivory. They added a water soluble powder (polyethylene glycol) and white
paint to a polyester resin and managed to create fine micropores by washing out this
powder. In an informal blind test of concert grand pianos being conducted by Steinway &
Sons, some soloists have chosen those with the new keys for concert performances in preference to those with ivory or conventional plastic.
I don’t know if Steinway still uses RPIvory, and also if this material is still produced and
available in sizes other than for piano keys. There are, however, various new and also older
types of artificial ivory. But there is a paradoxical situation: what we want to have is a
material which looks very much like real elephant ivory and which has (most of) its
preferred aspects. But it must also be not difficult to recognize it as an imitation: we want to
avoid being refused entry to some countries (or even to be arrested) because the custom
officers don’t recognize what the material really is. What we also have to consider: do we
really need artificial ivory for woodwind instruments with as high a specific weight as real
ivory (about 1.9)? Heavy instruments are not so pleasant to play for a long time.
There is also the question of the micropores: do we need them or not? For rings on the
outside of an instrument it is better to have smooth, dense surfaces. But for a windway of
recorder it might be better to have some porosity, to avoid clogging with condensation. But
with micropores there is the danger that dirt and microbes settle in and will cause all sorts
of problems.
Billiard balls
For my first experiments with
imitiation ivory I used resin
billiard balls. They have the
advantage that they are heavy,
as they are expected to have
the same specific weight as
balls made from real ivory.
But these billiard balls were
not practical for making rings,
or for what I did: to make a complete foot for a copy of a Hotteterre traverso (photo above).

I had to use two billiard balls for this foot and had huge difficulties in drilling and turning.
The tools became rapidly blunt and the material discoloured to a not very nice yellow.
Casein ivory
Casein ivory is also known as Galalith, is made from milk protein and is a natural material.
Unlike any resin it possesses many more of the natural characteristics of, for example, real
ivory and horn. It is visually stunning and is ideal for furniture panels and skirting, piano
keys, and any high-end item that would have originally used a natural material. GPS
Agencies does sell casein, but it is not cheap: for a sheet of 40 x 50 cm and 3 mm thick you
have to pay 42 English pounds; thicker sheets (up to 10 mm) are proportionally more
expensive, but are of course still too thin to be used for rings for woodwind instruments.
On www.scrimshaw.com/casein-new-old-plasticscrimshaw/ I saw rods of casein with a diameter
up to 20 mm (see photo right). The material is
described on the website as extremely dense, it
polishes beautifully and doesn’t ‘crater’ like
typical plastics. It is very hard and the dust is
awful – it stays airborne a long time and due to the
way it’s made, you’ll definitely want to upgrade
your dust masks. Plain casein plastic is made from
milk, as stated. In order to make it resilient casein
is subjected to a formaldehyde bath for up to one
year, depending on thickness, where the formaldehyde molecules bind with the casein making it
harder and more resilient. The casein is finally
rinsed and dried, most of this harmful chemical leaving the end product by off-gassing and
repeated rinsing. The amount of formaldehyde would be negligible for normal handling, but
it is better to be safe and to use this casein with the greatest care if working it.
It is possible to make casein ivory yourself: on www.instructables.com/id/HomemadePlastic/ with milk and ivory. On www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnXGZKCrktE there is even
a video where Robert Murray-Smith explains how he does it. But why did artificial ivory
made of casein not become popular? It is not possible to pour it into moulds.
Vigoplas
Brian Ackerman wrote in 1993 in the FoMRHI-Q (Comm. 1162) an article with the title
‘Make your own imitation ivory’. There is a lot of information in this article about imitation
ivory which you can - or could - buy. One of these products is Vigoplas, which Ackermann
says was one of the first imitation ivories, that it has a good colour in that it has a slight
yellow tinge to it; that it does not have any grain pattern, but that this is preferable to a
marble effect. He finally states that it has one drawback in that it is difficult to hand-turn, as
tools easily catch and destroy the finish. Used with care, it is a good alternative.
I myself have worked quite a lot with Vigoplas and I agree with Brian that it must be used
with care. Vigoplas was not very expensive, and you could buy it in the form of massive rods
and as tubes, in all sort of sizes. But Vigoplas has vanished completely, I couldn’t find any
information about this material on the internet. Unfortunately I can’t remember where I have
bought it, maybe it was produced in Germany. But I still have a reasonable stock of Vigoplas
and for rings on woodwind instruments it is indeed a good alternative for ivory.

Ivory Alternative Col.849/TM
GPS Agencies Ltd were in the early 80s approached by a bagpipe maker, called William
Sinclair & Sons, and were asked to try and develop an alternative to ivory. After several
years of working ‘Ivory Alternative Col.849/TM’ was born. GPS Agencies says on their
website that this possessed many of the qualities of real ivory, in both its appearance and its
working properties. The Victoria & Albert Museum, The National Trust, and English
Heritage have approved Ivory Alternative Col.849/TM. It is also recommended by Garrards
the Crown Jewellers to be used for repairs and restoration of real ivory articles. It has also
been used to replace real ivory plaques in Windsor Castle. In 2003 the range was expanded,
still promoting conservation, with larger stocks of Horn, Tortoiseshell and Bone
Alternatives, along with a Semi-Precious Stone Collection.
Brian Ackermann (see again Comm. 1162) says that he mostly uses this imitation
(polyester) ivory from GPS Agencies. It is very easy to turn and produces a good finish. It
is quite brittle, and he has seen it crack when the wood underneath has expanded. The
graining varies from piece to piece, but tends to be a bit too much like marble. In Comm.
910 Mr. Chiverton said that the formula had been improved, and Brian had a piece of the
new stock which was definitely much better in appearance. However, he claimed that
recent (1993) stocks have not been as good, and Mr. Chiverton told a colleague of his that
the superior type was too difficult to produce. Brian Ackermann suspects that the ease of
turning and finishing has resulted in a loss of hardness and a slight stickiness. Jeremy
Montagu mentioned this latter point in his bulletin no. 50. Stickiness is not a serious
problem unless it is being used on mouthpieces, but it does make it feel like plastic. It
would be nice if it were a bit harder though, as it is possible to dig a fingernail into it and
leave an impression. It also scratches quite easily.

I have also used GPS-artificial ivory myself, for rings and also for two complete instruments, an alto recorder and a traverso (see photo above, it is a reconstruction copy after R.
Wijne). The graining is indeed a bit like marble and I discovered also that the material is a
bit softer than Vigoplas. One of the problems is that the tenons are not very stable, they tend

to warp or even shrink and I had to add some thread (see photo). On hot days the flute
parts are also sometimes beginning to bend. In the Coolsma-Aura recorder factory (where
still instruments are made of GPS-ivory) they had the same experience. The remedy is to
put such a crooked piece over a central heating radiator, with some weight at the ends, and
after some time you can bend the piece straight again.
There is the same problem when working GPS-ivory on the lathe: at first, when it is still
cold, it is brittle. But when it warms up, it becomes flexible. Turning is not so difficult, you
have to do that with care, but it takes some time to get a nice polished surface. I use copper
or silver polish for the final finish. The sound of the Wijne copy is very nice, but you will
always feel that slight stickiness, which Jeremy Montagu has also mentioned.
GPS-artificial ivory is not cheap: about 30 pounds for a kilogram. It is sold as massive
rods (from Ø 15 to 125), and square bars. This is information from their previous website,
I couldn’t find sizes and prices on their recent site. And I am also not sure if GPS Agencies
Ltd still sell their products directly to the customers; they mention several stockists on their
website.
P1115
The German woodwind maker Fridtjof Aurin uses recently a new type of artificial ivory,
which with a specific weight of about 1.5 is much heavier than the usual polyester resins
from Vigoplas and GPS, which has a specific weight of about 1.1. It is still lighter in
weight than real ivory (SW 1.9), but comes closer to that and it might be expected that the
same can be said of the acoustical properties. The new material was made by a German
factory called Treplas, but the production is sold to the firm Plast92 in Bergamo in Italy.
This type of artificial ivory is called P1115, but there is not yet any information about it on
internet. I bought some pieces from Aurin. It looks nice, slighty off-white with faint
yellowish to grey stripes. A disadvantage of P1115 is that you need a good hard quality of
tools for drilling and turning, because they will easily easily blunt. But turning it is not
difficult; I found it less brittle than Vigoplas or GPS.
The price of P1115 is much lower than the artificial ivory from GPS (about 50% cheaper,
at about 11 euros per kilo), but you must order at least 40 kilos. It is possible to order
smaller quantities, but then the price is higher. P1115 is sold as rods with diameters from
20, 24, 28 etc. to 120 mm. The supplier’s address is: REAL STAMPI srl Unipersonale, Via
della Molinara 35, 24064 Grumello del Monte (BG), Italy, www.realstampi.it; the email
address is commerciale@realstampi.it.
Elforyn
Elforyn is also a heavier quality (SW 1.5) of artificial ivory. It is made by Bachmann Kunststoff Technologien GmbH in Germany. On the website www.elforyn.de (which has English
pages) I found the following information: Elforyn is a high-grade raw material for the
manufacture of components and works of art with a character and appearance similar to
ivory. Elforyn consists of a mixture of different mineral base materials, compounded with a
light resistant resin component to provide permanent colour stability, without yellowing.
The essential characteristics of Elforyn are:
- excellent mechanical machinability i.e. for drilling, milling, grinding and polishing;
- minimum breakage risk due to high coefficient of elasticity and homogenous
structural composition;
- high-quality surface due to high surface hardness and minimal abrasion losses;
- resistant to all conventional substances such as cleaning agents, oils, greases, weak /

medium acids and bases;
- very low water absorption (hydrolysis resistant);
- possibility of thermal moulding in boiling water;
- can be polished or lacquer coated to manufacture polished or matt surfaces;
- can create light-transparent and fluorescent effects;
- pleasant to the touch due to good thermal properties;
- supply of pre-mouldings possible to reduce waste.
That sounds all mainly positive, but I do not understand exactly those ‘good thermal properties’: does that mean that Elforyn feels - like real ivory - rather cold on the touch, or just
the opposite? And how is it for stickiness? I have not yet seen it myself, and I have no
information about possible blunting effects on tools.
Elforyn is sold in several shapes, slabs (for piano keys), rods and square rods. But it is not
cheap: a rod with length of 305 mm and a diameter of 40 mm costs 60.70 euros, which
includes VAT and shipping costs.
Making your own imitation ivory
Brian Ackermann wrote in 1993 in Comm. 1162 about his experiments making imitation
ivory. I give here a summary of his observations from that Communication.
Basically this is to cast a coloured resin into a simple mould made from a cardboard tube.
When it is set it can be turned in the same way as the other imitations. The resin is initially
clear, and can be coloured to match existing ivory.
The advantages are: (1) The material can be coloured to match any colour of ivory. (2) It
is harder than other imitations (depending on the resin chosen). (3) I think it is also less
brittle (again depending on the resin). (4) It turns well and polishes well. (5) It can be made
to any size and in small amounts.
The disadvantages: (1) It can be difficult to get exactly the right colour. (2) There are no
grain patterns as it is only possible to make it plain. (3) It is time consuming to make.
(4) You may come across air-bubbles unless you have de-airing equipment.
The resins
Polyester casting resin is the cheapest to use. It has similar properties to that available from
GPS agencies, which is not surprising as this is also a polyester resin. The best resin to use
is epoxy. The only disadvantage is that it is considerably more expensive than polyester.
There are literally hundreds of epoxy resins available, they vary in viscosity, additives and
setting time. It is best to choose one that is of low viscosity and has a long setting time.
Most casting epoxies contain a plasticiser, but this is not required as it reduces hardness and
increases viscosity. Araldite resin MY 753 is good because it takes a week to set, and this
enables all the bubbles to rise to the surface. Epoxy resins are in two parts and need
accurate mixing. After mixing the required quantity, the next stage is colouring.
Colouring
Most resins are fairly clear, and they will need to be coloured to resemble ivory. Earth
colours can be bought as powders, but sometimes they can be difficult to disperse in the
resin. Tubes of epoxy colour are very good and mix in easily. Polyester pigments can also
be used with epoxy, and these are probably easier to obtain. I have found that it is best to
start with a good white colour, and then mix in very small amounts of yellow and brown,
with maybe a hint of black. It takes a bit of practice to achieve a good match. Thus far with
Brian Ackermann.

Additions
I expect that the weight of this self-made imitation ivory of Brian Ackermann will be close
to what GPS Agencies produce. But it may perhaps be possible to add some other
components to the mixture to get a heavier outcome. Real ivory consist for the greater part
of ‘dentine’. Dentist suppliers sell dentine powder (I found it on Chinese websites), but they
call it a ceramic product and I am pretty sure that it is quite different from the real dentine
in elephant tusks. Maybe that bone meal is a suitable - and inexpensive - altnerative. Bone
meal from cows seems to have a good white colour and is sold as fertilizer. At the moment
I have no time to do experiments with home-made ivory, but I am interested to know about
other the experiences of other instrument makers.
Faux ivory from polymer clay
I found on internet one other way to make imitation ivory, a ‘dry method’. On YouTube you
can see a video ‘How to Make Faux Ivory With Polymer Clay’, and on www.wikihow.com/
Make-Faux-Ivory-With-Polymer-Clay you will find step-by-step instructions. You have to
make thin layers of polymer clay in the colours white, yellow, tan and translucent. Spaghetti
machines are used to make these thin layers. After kneading the mixture thoroughly, it must
be baked in an oven (110 degrees C.), to get rid of the plasticizers. They say that this
process is not carcinogenic; but I should recommend a good ventilation and not to cook
dinner in the same room. On the site www.glassattic.com/polymer/faux-ivory.htm are
interesting discussions about the best techniques to make this type of imitiation ivory. But I
must admit I have not yet seen the results and can’t tell anything about the physical qualities
of this imitation ivory.
Some practical tips
It is possible to make rings from massive rods with simple machines and tools, but the use
of a metal lathe (or a self-centring chuck on a wood lathe) makes the process much easier
(see photos).

At first you have to drill a hole; I usually make a
pilot hole (Ø 10 mm). But you have to be careful,
not pushing the drill with too much force: there is
the danger that at the end the last bit of material breaks out making nasty chips. It might be
therefore better to drill the workpiece from two sides. But then you have to be aware that
the hole is perfectly centered: the first millimetre of the hole is most important. I prefer to
use a centring drill as a start; the face of the workpiece must also be perfectly flat.

I use a speed drill in
a tube construction
to make the pilot
hole wider. The
front tube has the
same diameter as
the pilot hole.
Speed drills are not
expensive, sharpening them is easy,
and you can also
grind the sides into
a slight conical
shape (for instance
from Ø 19 to 20
mm).
Another way to make a conical
profile is to use a reamer. The
reamer on the photo left is
made of wood, with a piece of
an iron saw as cutting blade.
The advantage of metal lathes
is that you can turn on them at
much lower speed than most
wood lathes. Reaming a small
or thin piece of imitation ivory
is always a bit tricky: there is
the danger that it will crack
when you put it in the chuck.

I usually glue the reamed rings to
the wooden body of an instrument
part, always with some (1 to 2 mm)
over-allowance of length.
Turning must be done with care,
it is a bit like metal turning. The
rings on the photo right are from
Vigoplas and that has always the
danger of cratering: small chips of
the material breaking out. Polishing
takes much time: after sanding I use
abrasivs hand pads (by 3M, or
similar products), before the final
stage with copper or silver polish.

